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Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.The Skies Don t Care breaks away
from the world as we wish it to be and presents instead an airy realm of wonder and mystery that
most people can t see-the world as it is. Revealed through the author s dreams, poems and
narrative essays, this kingdom of reality will release the reader from any and all responsibilities he
feels for his denial of a beautiful darkness that exists around him: the earth, the trees, the birds and
the sea of abortions floating in the pool of his own backyard. The reader is free to dive into these
muddy waters glistening with bloody adventures through Arizona, Texas, Bali, and the depths of the
author s subconscious mind. In the end, be warned, after taking the plunge into these moonlit tales
of poetic miscarriages, one will feel an immediate release of cosmic gravity, an elation into the
atmosphere of midnight, to ascend in time beyond modern citadels into the carefree clouds of
dawn.
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Reviews
The ebook is fantastic and great. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. I am just e ortlessly could possibly get a enjoyment of
looking at a created ebook.
-- Mr . K evin Her z og
Unquestionably, this is actually the very best work by any article writer. It usually does not price a lot of. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely
difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Aug ustine Pfa nner still
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